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★ This new Fantasyland attraction, based on Disney's first animated feature, will open in 2014. (_____ ______ 
Mine Train) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Across
2. Tropical Serenade was the original name for this 

attraction that featured the first audio-animatronics. 
(The Enchanted ____ ____)

Down
1. In this attraction guests can test their skill firing at 

targets in the town of Boot Hill. (Frontierland 
_______' Arcade)



Across
5. This musical show was the first attraction to open at 

WDW prior to its counterpart opening at Disneyland. 
(Country Bear ________)

6. This Fantasyland attraction opened in 1999, 
replacing the beloved Mr. Toad's Wild Ride. (The 
Many Adventures of ______ the ____)

7. Some new, realistic figures were added to this 
attraction in 2006, because of the success of the 
theatrical releases based on this ride. (_______ of 
the Caribbean)

8. This attraction, which is named after the title 
character of the 1941 feature film, has gained a twin 
ride as part of the new Fantasyland expansion. 
(_____ the Flying Elephant)

11. This nightly fireworks show is a "Nighttime 
Spectacular."

13. This attraction takes guests on a narrated trip around 
the Rivers of America. (Liberty Square _________)

15. This attraction is located at the top of RocketTower 
Plaza in Tomorrowland. (Astro _______)

17. This recreational area in Frontierland can only be 
accessed by motorized rafts. (___ ______ Island)

18. This most famous of park icons; it can be spotted 
from miles away. (Cinderella ______)

22. This attraction was added to Adventureland in 2001, 
and is named after the 1992 feature about a 
'diamond in the rough.' (Magic Carpets of ______)

23. Walt originally wanted to use live animals in this 
famous Adventureland attraction. (2 words)

25. This attraction was originally planned for Disneyland 
under the name, 'One Nation, Under God.' (Hall of 
__________)

26. This noisy attraction was originally called the 'Grand 
Prix Raceway.' (Tomorrowland _____ Speedway)

28. This original New York World's Fair attraction made 
its way to WDW from Disneyland. (Walt Disney's 
Carousel of _________)

30. Donald Duck actually stars in the newest of WDW's 
3-D movies. (Mickey's ____________)

31. This 'linear induction' ride where guests can travel on 
the Blue Line, is now referred to by part of its original 
name. (TTA ____________)

32. This is one of Tomorrowland's newest attraction, 
based on Experiment 626. (Stitch's _____ Escape)

Down
2. This walk-through attraction is based on the 1960 

live-action movie about a shipwrecked family. (Swiss 
Family __________)

3. This famous dark-ride was one of the few E-ticket 
attractions ready on opening day. (Haunted _______)

4. This interactive attraction, which replaced The 
Timekeeper in 2007, includes characters from 
PIXAR's "Monsters, Inc." (Monsters, Inc. _____ 
_____)

9. This kid-friendly roller coaster, which was based on 
crop-dusting planes, has been rethemed as part of 
the Fantasyland expansion. (The __________)

10. This Fantasyland attraction is based on the 1951 
film, which holds the distinction of having the most 
songs of any animated feature. (3 words)

12. Many guests have a love-hate relationship with this 
attraction that was originally built for the 1964-65 
New York World's Fair. (it's a _____ _____)

14. This newly renamed attraction holds the distinction of 
being the 'oldest' in the park, being built originally in 
1917. (Prince Charming _____ Carrousel)

16. This attraction is named after the mining company 
which operated in the little town of Tumbleweed. (___ 
_______ Mountain Railroad)

19. This arcade-like attraction gets its name from the 
rotation of the ride vehicles. (Buzz Lightyear's Space 
Ranger ____)

20. This nighttime light parade, which had traveled to 
Disneyland and back, replaced the long-running 
SpectroMagic in 2010. (Main Street __________ 
Parade)

21. It was Walt Disney's love of these machines that led 
to the creation of Disneyland, and eventually Disney 
World. (WDW ________)

24. This water-flume type ride is based on the 
unreleased movie "Song of the South." (______ 
Mountain)

27. Guests board flying pirate ships in this Fantasyland 
attraction based on the 1953 feature film about never 
growing up. (Peter Pan's ______)

29. This famous dual track roller coaster, which takes 
place in darkness, opened in 1975. (_____ Mountain)


